M.A.DI.’s unfolding technique is protected by international patent. This technique allows having a
class A house in a few hours wherever you want. Then, when you decide to move, you can close it
and move it with you to another place, or if you need more space, you can add some modules and
create a bigger house.
M.A.DI. gives you the opportunity to have a temporary house wherever you want or a permanent
house in a building area. Moreover, according to your need and your financial availability you can
customize it in dimensions and materials.
A M.A.DI. construction in its version ready to live is delivered with electrical
system, plumbing and sanitary water system, heating/cooling system (air
conditioning) and pvc frames.

The high standardization of the production process of M.A.DI. and the dry
assembled technique , made entirely in the factory , ensure the respect of the timing of delivery and
costs.

The assembly and the finishing of roof pitches,
intermediate floors, internal and external walls are made
on mounting boards, as well as all the items added upon
request or chosen by the client.
When the assembly phase is over, we can start mounting
all the other pieces in order to realise the building.

Il Committente

Once the movement for opening and closing the building,
the dimensional and the quality check are done, the
module is packed, ready to be transferred to its new
destination.
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STANDARD SOLUTION (module 6x3)
The module is organised into two levels: a living area on the ground floor with technical
installations, bathroom with sanitary facilities, kitchen and dining area; and the sleeping area,
located on the first floor that can reach by staircase.
FOUNDATIONS:
According to the morphology and the stratigraphy of the ground the foundations are built with
reinforced concrete or screws pile foundation. (This system is not included)
STRUCTURAL SYSTEM:
The structure is made with profiles and tubes in hot galvanized steel, suitably dimensioned. The
opening and closing movement, protected by a International patent, is guaranteed by special
steel hinges. The slabs and pitched walls are made of 87mm Xlam panels. A sandwich panel made
of 100mm trapezoidal sheet and polyurethane foam ensures the waterproofing of the building. It
contributes to the thermal insulation of the casing necessary for the achievement of a proper
energy class.
FRONT WALLS
A chassis frame insulated with high-density rock wool composes the front walls, and externally
covered with customizable planking in larch. On the wall windows in Pvc or aluminium can be
installed, the quantity may vary in according to the customer's needs.

Ground Floor Plan
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Example of a single module:

First floor plan
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STANDARD FINISHES
INTERIOR DOORS:
Smooth base door, tambourine door with spruce structure, narrow knit honeycomb and
decorative coverings in MDF (white, cherry, walnut, light walnut). Three anuba-type hinges for
door, center-type patent lock. Light measures 60/70/80 x h 210 cm.
EXTERIOR DOORS:
Armored door, measures 120 x 210, smooth internal and external lining, including handles and
counterframe. Marked CE. Resistance to burglary class 4.
PVC WINDOWS:
Frame made of PVC with frame: 59x70 mm and door: 58x88 mm (flat profile). Flat panel cover:
50x12 mm and Anuba Double-stem hinged 14 mm adjustable hinges both in height, in width and
in depth. Equipped with finishing hoods with finishing color, such as handlebars. Two gaskets for
each swing one on the chassis (outer), one on the inner (inner)
FLOORS AND WALLS:
A CE-marked flooring composes the basement with a homogeneous marbled single-layer natural
floor consisting of linseed oil, conifer resin, cork powder, wood- meal and colour pigments. The
floor supplied will have a total thickness of 2.0mm.
SANITARY WATER SYSTEM:
Electric water heater capacity 50 lt; multilayer tubing for horizontal and vertical water supply up to
outside of the sanitary facilities. Including scraps, special pieces and brackets. Ø (mm) 26 Thickness
(mm) 3.0

Electric panel. Control unit in thermoplastic outdoor casing with reversible door with snap closure,
complete with DIN bar for mounting modular equipment, complete with modular terminal blocks,
various wiring, mounting, fixing and certification accessories as per CEI EN 61439-1: Capacity 12
modules IP55 Modular automatic circuit-breakers for DIN rail installation, curve C, break-in power
according to CEI EN 60898 4.5kA (CEI EN 60947-2 6 1P + N x 10 ° 1x10A) Modular AC circuit
breakers in curve C For installation on DIN rail, interruption power 4.5kA, compliant with CEI EN
61009 - 1P + N x 32A - 0.03A 1x32A sensitivity Single-pole or multipole flexible red copper coated
cable, insulated in G7 quality EPR rubber and PVC sheath Of Rz quality, non-propagating fire and
reduced corrosive gas emissions, complying with CEI 20-22 / 2, CEI EN 60332-1-2, CEI EN 50267-21, IMQ mark, acronym de Sign FG7 (O) R, also valid for urbanization works. Flexible plastic flexible
pipe IMQ self-extinguishing type to EN standards including puncture within pre-assembled traces.
Upholstered plastic housing IP40 with screw cap conforming to EN 60670-1, EN 60670-22, IEC
60670-24, CEI 23-49: - Dimensions 92 x 92 x 45mm Light points and sockets Flush mounting
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
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including: control unit and standard type sockets standard series in flush-mounted housing with
thermoplastic plate, complete with electrical connections of the equipment with protective
conductor part section, various mounting and fixing accessories for environments up to 20 sqm.
The percentage incidence of fittings, shreds, special
parts and consumables are included in the price. Spot light interruption Ground system consisting
of an upright column from the ground floor collector to the collector bar of the panel, with NO7VK type yellow-green conduit laid inside PVC flex pipes at IMQ separate from the other plants.
Intentional disconnectors conforming to CEI 11-1, 64-8, 81-10 standards and accessories - Crosssection hot galvanized steel cross section 50 x 50 x 5 mm. With 3-hole Ø 11 mm banner for
connecting strings, rounds, plates, ropes. - 1.5 meters long TV feeler.
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